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Abstract� We demonstrate that the equilibrium equations for an axisymmetric� nonlin�
ear� anisotropic membrane under hydrostatic pressure allow explicit representation of the
longitudinal and azimuthal stresses in terms of the associated longitudinal and azimuthal
strains� We apply this result in a numerical simulation of the canine diaphragm� More
precisely� we compute the deformation of the membrane under a quasi�static increase in
the intensity of the applied hydrostatic load� The associated strains are easily estimated
via nite di�erences� As the membrane is in�ated the set of acheived strains grows and�
as a result of our explicit representation formula� we recover larger and larger patches of
the associated stress surfaces�
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� Introduction

Our goal is the construction of a practical means by which the constitutive response of
a nonlinear anisotropic membrane may be discerned from snap�shots recorded throughout
its quasi�static in�ation� Our work� like that of Wineman� Wilson� and Melvin �W� and
Hsu et al� �H
�� arises from biomechanical considerations� in our case� the desire for a
whole�organ model of the �passive� diaphragm� the principle muscle of respiration�

Wineman et al� and Hsu et al� focused on recovering the strain energy density� say
W � of a hyperelastic� isotropic membrane undergoing axisymmetric in�ation� The former
group expressed the equilibrium equations in material coordinates and advocated an output
least�squares approach� More precisely� they minimize� over admissible w� the sum of the
squares of the di�erences between the measured deformation and that deformation that
results from solving the equilibrium equations with strain energy density w� The main
contribution of Hsu et al� lies in their observation that the equilibrium equations� when
written in deformed coordinates� may be solved directly for the partial derivatives of W
with respect to the two strains�

Our synthesis of these two approaches will be organized as follows� In x� we construct
a membrane model that is su�ciently general to mimic most of the observed geometrical
and mechanical properties of the passive diaphragm� As its generality renders di�cult its
detailed analysis we follow �W� and exploit� in x�� the simplications that follow from the
assumption of axisymmetry� In particular� assuming neither isotropy nor hyperelasticity
we show that our equilibrium equations may be integrated to yield the longitudinal and
azimuthal stresses directly in terms of the measured longitudinal and azimuthal strains�
with the result that as the diaphragm is gradually in�ated we may ll out portions of the






graphs of the two stresses as functions of the two strains� These graphs are precisely the
sought after constitutive responses� In x� we test the e�ectiveness of this procedure by
reconstructing the constitutive response measured by Strumpf et al �S�� and Boriek �B
�
from numerically computed displacements� We summarize and criticize our ndings in x	�

�� A General Model

Antman �A� xXIV�
��� obtains membrane equations as degenerate versions of the equa�
tions of induced special Cosserat shells� Let us summarize his derivation� With respect to
a xed right�handed orthonormal basis for R�� fi� j�kg� we dene

e���� � cos�i� sin�j and e���� � � sin�i� cos�j�

and suppose that the resting diaphragm occupies the starlike slab

B � f�s� �� x�� � � � s � ����� � � � � ��� jx�j � h�s� ��g�

where �� the outer perimeter� and h� the �half� thickness� are assumed smooth� positive�
bounded� and periodic in �� If the thickness� h� is su�ciently small the deformation of B
should di�er little from the deformation of its midplane

M� B � fx� � �g�

We assume that �s� �� � M is mapped to

r�s� �� � r�s� ��e���� � w�s� ��e���� � z�s� ��k ���
�

as the result of a body force f acting on M� The associated strains are

jrsj
�� jr�j

�� and rs � r�� �����

For A �M we denote by ��s� �� the unit outer normal to A on 	A and by n�s� �� ��s� ���
the resultant contact force per unit length of 	A exerted on A at �s� �� by the material
outside A� Following �A� eqn� XIV�
��
	� we express

� � ��e� �



s
��e�

and note that Cauchy�s Stress Theorem takes the form

n � n��� � n���

where
n� � n��rs � n��r� and n� � n��rs � n��r� �����

and the components are induced from a fully three�dimensional model via integration
through the thickness� More precisely� following �A� XIV�
������

njk�s� �� � s��j�k
Z h�s���

�h�s���

ej��� � S�jrsj
�� jr�j

�� rs � r�
s� s� �� x
��ek��� dx

� �����

�

-



where S is the second Piola�Kirchho� �extra� stress tensor for the physical diaphragm� B�
In balancing forces we arrive at�

�sn��s � �sn��� � sf � �� �s� �� � M� ���	�

Finally� we suppose that f is due to a hydrostatic pressure of intensity p� i�e��

f � p rs 	 r�
s� �����

and that the membrane is xed at its boundary� i�e��

r������ �� � ���� and w������ �� � z������ �� � �� � � � � ��� �����

To these we must append the natural conditions of periodicity

r�s� �� � r�s� ���� w�s� �� � w�s� ���� and z�s� �� � z�s� ���� � � s � ����� �����

and regularity at the center

r��� �� � w��� �� � zs��� �� � �� � � � � ��� �����

Now� given the three components� Sjk � ej �Sek� appearing in ������ we see that ���	�������
constitutes a quasilinear elliptic system of equations for the deformation triple �r� w� z��
Our interest is in the e�ective recovery of Sjk from optical measurements of r� w� and z on
M� At this level of generality� attempting to determine � functions of � arguments from �
functions of � arguments� one can not expect much success� We arrive at a more tractable
problem by introducing a number of anatomically motivated mathematical simplications�

To begin the reduction process we recall that the diaphragm is composed of � distinct
types of tissue� the central tendon� alternating radial bands of muscle ber and connective
tissue� and collagenous surface membranes� Accordingly� we express our body as the
disjoint union B � B� 
 B� 
 B�� where the rst denotes the starlike central tendon

B� � f�s� �� x�� � � � s � ������ � � � � ��� jx�j � h�s� ��g�

the second denotes the muscle�connective tissue composite

B� � f�s� �� x�� � ����� � s � ����� � � � � ��� jx�j � h�s� ��� hm�s� ��g�

where hm is the thickness of the surface membranes comprising

B� � f�s� �� x�� � ����� � s � ����� � � � � ��� hm�s� �� � jx�j � h�s� ��g�

We have attempted to depict these regions in Figure 
� We have cut away half of the top
surface membrane in order to reveal the nature of the alternating bands of muscle and
connective tissue�
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Figure 
� The reference state�

We suppose that the central tendon and the surface membranes are homogeneous and
therefore postulate respective stress tensors� S� and S�� that take as arguments only the
three strains in ������ Although B� is not spatially homogeneous it does possess a regular
structure� More precisely� we suppose that � is the volume fraction of muscle in B� and
that there are K alternating radial bands of muscle ber and connective tissue� Denoting
their respective homogeneous stress tensors by Sf and St we express the stress tensor for
B� in the form

S� � ���K��Sf � �
� ���K���St� ���
��

where �� is �� periodic and

����� �

�

 if � � � � ���
� if ��� � � � ���

For graphical purposes we have underestimated � in Figure 
� In the canine diaphragm it
lies between ��� and ����� Regardless of � however� as the number of bands� K� increases
one expects S� to approach a homogeneous e�ective stress tensor� S�� An apparatus for
rigorous passage to the limit� as K ��� as well as layering formula by which S� may be
constructed has been developed by Geymonat et al� �
����� Of course the resulting tensor
intimately depends on one�s choice of Sf and St� At the next smaller length scale the muscle
ber and connective tissue appear as composite materials in their own right� Not wishing
to stray too far from the goal of developing a whole�organ model we mention only that
Schneck �S� provides a careful construction of increasingly sophisticated representations of
Sf and St�

With the construction of S� we have vanquished all spatial dependence from the
material response of our � sub�bodies� The next step is to simplify their geometries� As
such� we shall suppose the inner and outer radii� �� and �� to be constant� Finally� we
shall suppose our three sub�bodies to be of uniform thickness� i�e�� that both h and hm
are constant�

�



The upshot of these material and geometrical reductions is that ����� now takes the
form

njk�s� �� �

�
�hSjk� if � � s � ���

��h� hm�S
jk

� � �hmS
jk
� if �� � s � ��

���

�

where the three stress tensors depend only on the three strains in ������ Finally� we note

that if Sjk� � S
jk

� � S
jk
� � � for j � k then ���	� possesses axisymmetric solutions� We

now demonstrate that in such a scenario one can indeed determine the remaining response
functions from measurements of the deformation�

�� The Axisymmetric Case

Recalling ���
�� we note that an axisymmetric deformation is one of the form

r�s� �� � r�s�e���� � z�s�k�

Of the strains dened in ������ the �ber strain

��s� � jrsj �
p
r��s�� � z��s�� ���
�

is the ratio of deformed to reference length of the ray f�t� �� � � � t � �g at s while the
cross��ber strain

�s� � jr�j
s � r�s�
s �����

is the ratio of deformed to reference length of the circle f�s� �� � � � � � ��g� As rs is
perpendicular to r�� the third strain vanishes� Assuming n�� � � in ���

� we glean from
����� that

n��s� �� � n���s�rs
jrsj and n��s� �� � n���s�r�
jr�j�

where� in an abbreviation of the notation of ���

� that will help us reconcile Antman
�A�xXIV�
� � xX��� with Strumpf et al� �S��� we write

n���s� � h

�
N����s�� �s�� if � � s � ���
N����s�� �s�� if �� � s � ��

�����

n���s� � h

�
T����s�� �s�� if � � s � ���
T����s�� �s�� if �� � s � ��

�����

and speak of Nj as the �ber stress and Tj as the cross��ber stress� The body force� ������
now takes the form f � p�r�k�z�e�� and hence the system of equilibrium equations� ���	��
become� in component form�

�sn��r�
��� � n�� � prz� � � ���	�

�sn��z�
��� � prr� � �� �����

while the boundary conditions� ������������ now read

r��� � z���� � �� r��� � � and z��� � �� �����

	



We now demonstrate that precise knowledge of r� z� and p permits the evaluation of Nj

and Tj at the associated strains� To begin� we integrate ����� and nd

sn���s�z��s�

��s�
�

p

�
r��s� � C

for some constant C� As the left side vanishes at the origin� s � �� it follows that C � �
and hence

n���s� � �
pr��s���s�

�sz��s�
� �����

Where this quotient is well dened we see that it expresses the ber stress in terms of
observable quantities to an accuracy which is limited only by the accuracy with which one
measures the strain� Regarding the nature of the quotient we note that unless r and z�

vanish identically� they must both be of order s near s � � and so ����� is well dened as
s� �� That z� may not vanish at other points follows from the nature of the load� More
precisely� during in�ation the diaphragm achieves its maximum transverse de�ection at
the origin� away from which it decreases until it reaches its clamped edge� As a result� z�

is negative and so the n�� predicted by ����� is indeed positive�
Regarding n�� we multiply ���	� by r�� multiply ����� by z�� and add to arrive at

n���s� � �sn���s���
��s�

r��s�
� �����

This is precisely Antman �
��	�� eq� X����� Again� by the nature of the loading� one does
not expect r to possess any critical points� In particular� r is expected to be increasing so
the quotient is positive and n�� is well dened�

On substituting ����������� into ����������� we see indeed that the equilibrium equa�
tions permit us to directly calculate stress as a function of strain� Recall that this was
done by Humphrey et al� �HSY� under the assumption of uniform stress while Wineman et

al� �W� arrived at stress only through the indirect means of output least�squares�

�� The Simulation

We o�er a synthetic conrmation of our mathematical model based on the in vitro
biaxial data reported by Boriek� Kelly� and Rodarte �B
� and Strumpf et al� �S��� More
precisely� we shall

�i� postulate constitutive responses for the tendon and muscle in line with �BR� and �S��
respectively�

�ii� for a range of pressures� p� solve the associated nonlinear boundary value problem
���	������� for the displacements r and z�

�iii� compute the associated strains via ���
� and ������
�iv� determine the responses to the computed strains via ������������ and nally
�v� compare the computed response functions to those postulated in �i��

Strumpf et al� subjected a small sample of the annular component of the canine
diaphragm to equibiaxial stretch and plotted� see �S�� g� 
A�� the ber and crossber

�



responses as functions of the single increasing stretch� In postulating synthetic response
functions that mimic this behavior but that permit unequal strains we have chosen func�
tions that respond equally to their two arguments� Namely�

T���� � � 

 tan����� � 
�� � 

 tan���� � 
���

N���� � � 	� tan����� � 
�� � 	� tan���� � 
���
���
�

We have plotted � �� T���� �� and � �� N���� �� in Fig� 
�
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Figure �� Tendon stresses� Figure �� Tissue stresses�

We suppose the central tendon to be isotropic and considerably sti�er� In practice�
we have taken

T���� � � 

 tan����	�� � 
�� � 

 tan����	� � 
���

N���� � � 	� tan����� � 
�� � 	� tan���� � 
���
�����

With such response functions we solve ���	������� via the nite�element method as outlined�
e�g�� by Antman in �A� xII�

�� We begin with the weak form of ���	�������� namely for
each kinematically admissible �Z �

�

sn��r���
� ds�

Z �

�

n���ds� p

Z �

�

rz��ds � �Z �

�

sn��z���
� ds� p

Z �

�

rr��ds � ��

We partition the interval ��� �� into M � 
� equally spaced� intervals by specifying

� � s� � s� � � � � � sI � �� � � � � � sM � sM�� � ��

sj � sj�� � � � �
�M � 
��

where� for convenience� we have placed the boundary of the central tendon at a grid point�
We suppose that r and z are well approximated by

�r�s� �
MX
j	�

rjqj�s� and �z�s� �
MX
j	�

zjqj�s� �����

�

I 
I 

I 

-----

I 
I 

/ 

I 
I 

, , , / ----------



where qj is the �hat� function

qj�s� �

��
�

�s� sj���
� if sj�� � s � sj
�sj�� � s�
� if sj � s � sj��
� otherwise�

and the rj and zj are to be determined� We accomodate the boundary conditions� ������
by setting

r� � �� z� � z�� rM�� � �� and zM�� � �� �����

These approximate displacements now produce the approximate strains

�� �
p
j�r�j� � j�z�j� and � � �r
s�

We note that �� is constant on each of the M � 
 intervals� i�e�� for si � s � si���

���s� � ��i �

p
�ri�� � ri�� � �zi�� � zi��

�
� i � �� � � � �M�

and we have used ������ Substituting these� as well as � � qi� into the weak formZ sI

�

sN����� ���z
�q�i
�� ds�

Z �

sI

sN����� ���z
�q�i
�� ds�

Z sI

�

sT����� ��qi ds

�

Z �

sI

sT����� ��qi ds�
p

h

Z �

�

�r�z�qi ds � �Z sI

�

sN����� ���z
�q�i
�� ds�

Z �

sI

sN����� ���z
�q�i
�� ds�

p

h

Z �

�

�r�r�qi ds � ��

gives� as i ranges from 
 to M � �M equations for the �M unknowns� frj� zjg
M
j	�� We

solve this system in Matlab with fsolve� It remains only to specify how we compute the
respective integrals� From the denition of qi followsZ sI

�

sN����� �� s��r
�q�i
�� ds �

�ri � ri���

����i��

Z si

si��

sN����i��� ��s�� s� ds�

�ri�� � ri�

����i

Z si��

si

sN����i� ��s�� s� ds�

so long as qi does not straddle the interface� i�e�� so long as i � I� In a similar fashionZ sI

�

T����� ��qi ds �

Z si

si��

T����i��� ��s�� s�qi�s� ds�

Z si��

si

T����i� ��s�� s�qi�s� ds�

and Z �

�

�r�z�qi ds �
�zi � zi���

�

Z si

si��

�r�s�qi�s� ds�
�zi�� � zi�

�

Z si��

si

�r�s�qi�s� ds

� �zi � zi�����ri � ri���
� � �zi�� � zi���ri � ri���
��

�



In principle� the integrals involving Nj and Tj may be quite expensive to compute� How�
ever� as �� is xed in each interval and Nj and Tj vary slowly over expected values of � we
approximate these integrals by their respective two�point averages� For example�

Z si��

si

sNj���i� ��s�� ds � �
siNj���i� ri
si� � si��Nj���i� ri��
si���

�
�

where j � 
 if i� 
 � I and j � � otherwise�
Let us now take a concrete example� In addition to the constitutive functions of ���
�

and ����� we suppose a thickness of h � 	mm� an overall radius of � � � cm� a central
tendon of radius �� � � cm� and a pressure p � ���� g
cm�� Partitioning the radius via
M � �� equally spaced points we arrive at the deformation pictured in Fig� ��
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Figure �� The deformed membrane at maximal p�

Let us now indicate how one discerns N� and T� from such a deformation� To begin�
from the computed or measured values� frj� zjg

M
j	I � we form �r and �z as in ������ Following

����� we expect an approximate ber stress of the form

�N�����s�� ��s�� �
�p���s��r��s�

�hs�z��s�
�

As both �� and �z� are constant between grid points we shall compute N� at the midpoints

xj � sj � �
�� j � I� � � � �M�

This choice gives rise to the approximate stress

�N����j � ��xj�� �
�p��j�r

��xj�

�hxj �z��xj�
� j � I� � � � �M� ���	�

�



Regarding cross�ber stress� we expect its approximant to satisfy

�T�����s�� ��s�� � �s �N�����s�� ��s���
� ���s�

�r��s�
�

As above we recognize that each element of the product is not most naturally dened at
the mesh points� In this case� if we view �N� as dened at the midpoints� xj � then the

derivative� �s �N��
�� is naturally dened at the midpoints of the xj � i�e�� at the original

meshpoints� sj � Now both �� and �r� are well dened at the xj� To estimate them at the
meshpoints we use a simple two�point average� More precisely� with

��
j �
��j � ��j��

�
� j � I� � � � �M � 


we estimate T� at sj via

�T����


j � ��sj�� �

xj�� �N����j��� ��xj����� xj �N����j� ��xj��

�

��j � ��j��
�r��xj� � �r��xj���

� �����
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Figure 	� Exact �solid� and approximate �x� ber stress�

As a measureof error between the postulated responses� ���
�������� and the approxi�
mate responses� ���	�������� we take the maximum relative mist�

Ne
� �p� � max

I�j�M

jN����j � ��xj��� �N����j � ��xj��j

jN����j � ��xj��j

T e
� �p� � max

I�j�M��

jT����


j � ��sj���

�T����


j � ��sj��j

jT����


j � ��sj��j


�



over a sizeable range of pressure values� In particular� using precisely the same a� b� h�
and M as used in the production of gures 
 and �� we run p from ���� to ���� in steps of
����� This produces a large number of strain pairs at which we may evaluate N� and T��
In gures � and 	 we present the exact and approximate values�
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Figure �� Exact �solid� and approximate �x� cross�ber stress�

The relative error is
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